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Abstract 

This thesis investigated the representation of horses in the video games Star Stable 1: Autumn 

Riders and Dragon Age: Inquisition from an ecocritical lens. It applies the method of close 

reading to the game research field to analyse the representation of horses in video games and 

how that representation can be objectifying. The study finds that by framing horseback riding 

as the primary aspect of the horses the game design in these two games prioritises an 

anthropocentric view, where horses are modelled after their value to humans. This game design 

perspective can be seen in the lack of non-riding related behaviours, lack of non-rideable horses 

and in the interfaces and language use found in the games, as well as the extradiegetic horse 

call mechanic used in Dragon Age: Inquisition. Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders includes some 

game design choices that portray a greater feeling of subjectivity in horses. Some ways it does 

this is by modelling autonomy in horses by avoiding perfect obedience in riding mechanics or 

including player affordances related to the care of horses. The conclusion points to that by 

representing horses as subjects rather than objects game designers can encourage a game feeling 

of respect and cooperation in players, as well as the potential for future research of horses in 

games to study emotional game design. 
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Abstrakt 

Denna studie har undersökt representationen av hästar i spelen Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders 

och Dragon Age: Inquisition genom ett ekokritiskt perspektiv med hjälp av närläsning, samt 

hur representationen av hästar kan vara objektifierande. Genom att framställa ridning som det 

primära med hästar så prioriterar speldesignen en antropocentrisk vinkel där hästens värde 

kopplas till vad de kan göra för människan. Detta perspektiv kan ses i bristen på beteenden hos 

hästen som inte kan kopplas till ridning, bristen på icke ridbara hästar samt i spelens gränssnitt 

och språkbruk. I Dragon Age: Inquisition kan det även ses i spelets extradiegetiska “call 

mechanic”. Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders inkluderar viss speldesign som representerar 

subjektivitet i hästar, till exempel porträtterar spelets hästars autonomi genom att inte låta 

hästarna lyda spelaren till fullo samt att inkludera alternativ för spelaren angående hästomsorg. 

Studiens slutsats poängterar att genom att representera hästar som subjekt snarare än objekt så 

kan speldesigners skapa en spelkänsla av respekt och samarbete hos spelaren och att det finns 

utrymme för framtida studier av hästar i spel att forska om emotionell design.  

 

Nyckelord: dataspel, djurstudier, ekokritik, hästar, representation, objektifiering 
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1 Introduction  

This thesis will explore the representation of horses in two 3D open world games, Dragon Age: 

Inquisition (Bioware, 2014), and Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel 

Tales, 2008). Due to the vast in-game landscapes the player must traverse. They often feature 

horses as a prominent game mechanic, usually in the form of a means of transportation. A few 

examples of games featuring horses mainly as a method of transportation are The Elder Scrolls 

V: Skyrim (Bethesda Softworks, 2011), The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (Nintendo, 

2017), and Red Dead Redemption II (Rockstar Games, 2018).   

There seems to be common tropes about horses in games where behaviours that express 

individualism or personal needs are often omitted in the stylisation of reality, which create in-

game animal characters that are often treated more like a vehicle than as a living being. For 

example, horses can be left waiting indefinitely, or alternatively despawn when not “in use”. 

The horses usually do not react to riding into dangerous situations or even off tall cliffs. Apart 

from cosmetics the horses usually do not differ from each other in their behaviour, and they do 

not express needs, such as hunger or thirst.  

As horses are part of the natural world while also being commonly used by people for our own 

gains, either through physical work or through different variations of media, we need to 

consider how we, as people, tend to both treat and represent them. 

This essay is interested in analysing the design choices that have been made in these games 

regarding how they choose to depict horses, as well as how this design could be improved. 

 

2 Research Question 

How do the games Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) and Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders 

(Hidden Entertainment & Pixel Tales, 2008) represent horses? 
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3 Background 

The way open world games model and thus represent horses, in their role as well as general 

behaviour, is heavily dependent on the ways Western culture tends to view horses as an 

extension of ourselves (Chevalier, 2017).   

Studying representation can be seen as a project that tries to problematize representational 

norms by showing their underlying assumptions.  A culture’s approach to representation is 

integral to how they understand themselves and therefore represent others; by marking others 

as different a culture can normalise themselves as an “us”. The discussion of representation can 

therefore be understood as an effective tool for making injustices and social hierarchies visible, 

which enables them to be dismantled (Mills, 2017). 

When analysing the way horses are represented, we will discuss objectification. To be able to 

analyse how these two games represent horses and at what point it becomes objectifying we 

need to define what objectification means as well as in what ways it can present itself. 

Nussbaum defines objectification as treating something that is not an object as an object. She 

suggests seven notions that are involved in objectification: instrumentality, inertness, 

fungibility, violability, ownership, denial of autonomy, and denial of subjectivity (Nussbaum, 

1995).  

These notions from Nussbaum (1995) can be summarised as following: 

Instrumentality: Being treated as a tool for someone else's purposes. 

Inertness: Being treated as lacking in agency and to an extent activity. 

Fungibility: Being treated as replaceable or interchangeable. 

Violability: Being treated as permissible to break or destroy. 

Ownership: Being treated as belonging to someone. 

Denial of autonomy: Being treated as lacking in autonomy. 

Denial of subjectivity: Being treated as lacking in feelings and experience. 

In this thesis we will analyse the games through an ecocritical perspective. Cheryll Glotfelty 

explains ecocriticism in the introduction to The Ecocriticism Reader as  

“Just as feminist criticism examines language and literature from a gender-conscious 

perspective, and Marxist criticism brings an awareness of modes of production and 

economic class to its reading of texts, environmental critics explore how nature and 

the natural world are imagined through literary texts.” (Glotfelty, 1996) 

The ecocritical framework arises from an ethical standpoint where the natural world is seen as 

an important thing. The way the natural world is realised in a text, such as in the games we have 

chosen to study, is contributing to the perception of animals in the real world, whether through 

the reinforcement of cultural notions or the criticism of them.  

During the industrial revolution horses served an important function as part of the industrial 

machinery. There existed an awareness of the needs of horses as well as their individuality, but 

the most valuable horses were the ones who could fulfil the role of a living machine (McShane 

& Tarr, 2008).   
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This particular idea of horses, where they exist solely as what they can do for us, can be argued 

to live on in some current representations of horses. 

Simultaneously there exists a cultural notion of horses that Chevalier (2017) describes as a 

reinvention of the horse as a symbol in the west, which came about after technological 

advancements rendering horsepower obsolete, where horses in Western media are perceived 

through the lens of how young people develop when interacting with them. An example being 

the way horses are used in European and American “coming of age” stories aimed towards 

children, such as Black Beauty (Sewell, 1877). They are used for the children to see themselves 

in, and to help them grow and develop. This is done either through nurturing the hurt horse back 

to health, or through rebuilding and regaining the trust of the mistreated animal. 

Another purpose the horse can have in these stories is being the main object of training, and 

therefore taming, showing off how the child is able to handle the seemingly impossible. In these 

stories, horses are often portrayed as having a personality of their own, due to their role as a 

romanticized representation of the wild. 

This cultural notion of horses exists in video games parallel to the “industrial” view of horses 

brought up by McShane and Tarr (2008), with adventure open world games representing the 

former view while the “horse game” genre mainly aimed towards younger girls can be argued 

to exist in the same literary tradition as the coming of age horse stories that Chevalier (2017) 

describes. 

Seraphine (2018) investigates in his essay how small acts of individualism and initial refusal 

towards the player in an animal non player character creates a feeling of liveliness, and also 

notes how “perfectly tamed” horses, who can be fully controlled by the player and no longer 

acts on their own while this occurs, lose this feeling. 

Looking at the notions of objectification from before one can see why that is. When the horses 

in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (Nintendo, 2017) refuse the player they express 

autonomy and agency, and because the horses differ slightly from each other they become less 

replaceable. When the horses become “perfectly tamed” Seraphine notes that the horses feel 

less lively. At this point the elements that express subjectivity are no longer present. 

Doyle-Myerscough (2019) discusses the importance of intimacy in the context of players' 

relationships to non-playable characters in her essay The Monster Has Kind Eyes: Intimacy and 

Frustration in The Last Guardian. In this essay she argues that the intimate relationship 

between the creature and the boy is made possible by mutual experiences of frustration and 

slowness. Rather than seeing player frustration as a game design failure, she offers a reframing 

of frustration as an important aspect to genuine intimacy. 

We argue that an essential requirement for a relationship is two subjects mutually interacting 

with each other. There is no clear line that indicates that humans would be unique in possessing 

subjectivity.  

“Movements for animal rights are not irrational denials of human uniqueness; they 

are a clear-sighted recognition of connection across the discredited breach of nature 

and culture. Biology and evolutionary theory over the last two centuries have 

simultaneously produced modern organisms as objects of knowledge and reduced the 

line between humans and animals to a faint trace re-etched in ideological struggle or 

professional disputes between life and social science.” (Haraway, 2003) 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?R5HS4P
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Haraway argues against the notion that humans can be considered separate from animals at all, 

and against that there is any meaningful breach of culture and nature.  

When game designers objectify horses, they might be missing an opportunity to create feelings 

of real intimacy and connection in the player.  

Why does the representation of horses matter? Often when discussing representation, the value 

of identification is emphasised (Shaw, 2014). With this perspective, meaningful representation 

is important because people want to see themselves in game characters. This is undoubtedly 

one reason why representation matters. This has also been used as an argument for why 

producers of video games should include characters of marginalised groups, as the members of 

marginalised groups are potential customers who might be more willing to buy a game if they 

can see themselves in it.  

However, when looking at the representation of horses, this notion of the importance of 

representation becomes irrelevant. Horses do not play or buy video games.  Nevertheless, there 

are other reasons why representation matters. Shaw (2014) argues that: 

“Whereas market logic suggests that diversified representation is important only 

because it is desired by individual players (who are potential exploitable customers), 

I argue that it is important because it has political and collective force. It can enforce 

but also expose social violences such as racism, heterosexism, misogyny, ableism, 

nationalism, and capitalism (the very ideology undergirding the market emphasis on 

individuals as customers).”  

When looking at horse representation, the social violence enforced is the exploitation of nature. 

The way horses are represented is a lens through which we can see how video game developers 

perceive nature, as well as our relationship to nature, as something that we have a natural right 

to access and use for our own benefit. The representation of horse behaviour in games might 

seem distant from the bigger political concerns of environmentalism, such as deforestation, 

water pollution or global warming, but these issues originate from, contribute to and reinforce 

a similar perspective: that humans have a right to own and exploit natural resources. We should 

care about horse representation, because the values embedded in horse design can teach us a 

lot about our own relationship to nature, and how we might see ourselves as above it rather than 

as a part of it.  

Some game studios, such as Ubisoft, express a desire to make “unpolitical” games (Webster, 

2019). For example, Ubisoft's The Division 2 (Massive Entertainment, 2019) has been described 

by its creative director Spier as “[...]not a game about politics” (Hall, 2018), despite the primary 

storyline concerning a near-future America that is suffering from the aftermaths of a terrorist 

attack, where the US military is unquestionably portrayed as good and heroic and the 

government is portrayed as corrupt (Stuart, 2018). Whether a game studio intends to convey a 

political message or not with their products, all games engage in political discourses. All text 

present in a game says something and represents one viewpoint or another. Even the absence 

of thought in regard to certain subjects might say something about what kind of a worldview 

the game represents.  
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4 Methodology 

In this thesis we will conduct a close reading of the games Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 

2014) and Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel Tales, 2008) with the 

goal of investigating the representation of horses in video games and how that representation in 

itself can be objectifying. 

 

Fig 1. Screenshot from Dragon Age: Inquisition showing the player character riding 

their horse. 

 

We chose to work with Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) (fig 1.), a fantasy open world 

3D game with a complex narrative, because it features a highly reductionist way of modelling 

horse behaviour, and can be seen as emblematic of the way that they are often treated as vehicles 

in video games. In the game the player gets to act as the leader of an organisation called the 

Inquisition while fighting demons and antagonistic groups. The horses play a relatively minor 

role in the game and are only a required part of the game in a minor quest. If the player wishes 

to, the rest of the horse content can be skipped altogether. 
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Fig 2. Screenshot from Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders showing the player character and 

their horse. 

 

We intend to compare this with Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel 

Tales, 2008) (fig 2.), an open world 3D game centred around horses which we intend to analyse 

as an indexical example of the horse game genre.  In Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden 

Entertainment & Pixel Tales, 2008) you take the role of a young girl living on the fictional 

island of Jorvik, where almost everything is centred around horses and horse sports. Most of 

the game involves the player completing various quests while riding across the map as well as 

caring for your horse’s basic needs (feeding it, giving it water, etc.). 

We specifically chose these two open world games that feature horses because they can be seen 

as belonging in very different genres, as well as two opposites on the open world genre spectrum 

in terms of complexity in mechanics regarding horses. While one game is very restricted with 

its usage of horses, the other is not. For example, in Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) 

the players cannot perform tasks related to the physical care of horses, (feeding, brushing, etc) 

whereas that is a major part of Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel 

Tales, 2008). 

Close reading is a comprehensive deconstruction, examination, and analysis of a media text. As 

a method it is an act of careful investigation, where the reader can find previously hidden 

meaning in a work (Bizzocchi & Tanenbaum, 2011). 

A close reading of the two games will allow us to investigate key elements of the use of horses 

in games. This approach will allow us to get a deeper understanding of the way some games 

represent horses. For example, when the horses in a game will not move apart from when a 

player is controlling them, they are portrayed as lacking in activity and will, which does not 

correspond to real horse behaviour. We suggest that this portrayal is objectifying, as portraying 

horses, who do have a will and do have activity, as lacking it, removes agency from the subject. 

The understanding gained from this method can help designers model animal relationships 

along an ecocritical paradigm, where designers are more aware of their design choices in 
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regards to horses, since the portrayal of the natural world in a text contributes to the perceptions 

of animals in the real world.  

There are additional challenges to consider when applying close reading to video game research 

rather than to literature studies, from where the method originates. Close readings of interactive 

media is a complex and interpretative process due to the need to perceive several modalities at 

once as well as due to the size, the shifting state and attention requirements involved when 

engaging with games (Bizzocchi & Tanenbaum, 2011). To be able to do a close reading of the 

horses Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) for example, we are required to know which 

buttons and which user interfaces allow us to summon horses for riding, as well as which quests 

unlock horses as a game mechanic in the first place. 

This is somewhat aided by us having previous experience with the games we intend to analyse, 

since we are already familiar with the games’ controls and interface as well as overarching 

narratives.  

Both of us have some prior experience of real-life horse handling and riding which will 

influence our readings of the texts and the games. Possessing knowledge from experience with 

horses might enable us to notice details that a person without this experience likely would have 

missed, such as the presence or absence of behaviours in the horse and the rider character. For 

instance, we both care about ethical riding practises and have an interest in different horse 

breeds, whereas we are critical of animal mistreatment and abuse. 

While we can set out from a perspective of scepticism of established hierarchies and 

relationships between horses and people, we have to acknowledge that our perception will be 

biased based on the cultural norms we have grown up with. Our own prior experiences with 

horses are to a certain degree influenced by the already established narratives, such as the notion 

of the horse as an extension of oneself as presented by Chevalier (2017). 

On top of this, for humans, the notion of a world from a non-anthropocentric worldview is 

almost unfathomable. While we will strive to step outside of this for the purposes of this thesis, 

we acknowledge that our perspective is likely to be somewhat limited by our own experiences.  

When looking at the visual representation of horses we will not be looking at realism in the 

form of polygon counts or frames of animation. We recognise that the games we will look at in 

this study are from two different time periods and naturally vary to some degree due to technical 

limitations as well as differing levels of stylisation. Another thing to take into consideration is 

that the two games are made with varying degrees of resources. Dragon Age: Inquisition was 

made by an international AAA game studio in 2014, and Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders was 

made by a smaller studio based in Sweden six years prior to the other game’s release. We think 

that it is important to recognise these differences when examining the games, as a larger amount 

of resources and technological advancements does not always mean that it will create a better 

product when it comes to gameplay, mechanics and representation.   

The goal of our close reading of Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) and Star Stable 1: 

Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel Tales, 2008) is threefold: 

Firstly, we want to play the games and test the limits of their affordances. We are going to look 

at which real-life horse and equestrian behaviours the game creators choose to represent as well 

as which ones were omitted. For example: How is the individuality of the horses represented? 

How are affordances relating to the horses’ well-being and the relationship between the player 
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and the horse embedded in the general game play? How is the horse positioned in the overall 

game?  

Answering these questions could help us determine how the horses are represented as well as 

to what extent that representation becomes objectifying. When answering these questions, we 

will use the seven notions of objectification (Nussbaum, 1995) as a guide for what game 

representation practises are objectifying in their portrayal of horses.  

Secondly, we will situate the games in a historical and cultural context; how do these games 

connect to a broader Western cultural understanding of horses? We expect the horse behaviour 

in Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) to be modelled according to the industrial 

objectification paradigm of replaceable vehicles, rather than as individuals, whereas we expect 

to see a more nuanced portrayal in Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel 

Tales, 2008) due to the emphasis the game places on human-horse relations as well as due to it 

being a direct successor in the “horse girl” literary genre. 

Lastly, we will look at possible ways of improving the current representation of horses that 

could be used by game designers in the future to help them depict them as subjects rather than 

objects. We will do this by looking at the results of this study as well as previous literature 

written. 

Another reason we chose these games is due to us having access to them as well as prior game 

knowledge. As discussed previously, this prior knowledge can facilitate a close reading as it 

lessens the demand on us as researchers to learn and understand a completely new game system.  
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5 Results and discussion 

In this section we will take a closer look at how horses have been represented in Dragon Age: 

Inquisition (Bioware, 2014) and Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel 

Tales, 2008) respectively. While they both contain them, they fulfil very different roles within 

their respective game, with the interaction with horses in Dragon Age: Inquisition being 

completely optional for the player while the horses in Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders are the main 

focus of the game. We will discuss the main differences and commonalities between these 

games through an ecocritical perspective. For instance, this means that we will look at how 

horses have been established as part of the natural world and how this relates to human 

characters inside the games. We will also look at how games continue the legacy of industry 

discourse, along with potential practices to learn from for the future of horse portrayal in games 

as well as what this means for the intimacy between players and animal characters in games. 

From here on we will be referring to the games as Inquisition and Autumn Riders respectively. 

 

5.1 Dragon Age: Inquisition 

Inquisition is an action-adventure role playing game targeting a mature audience from Bioware 

where the player fights their way through demons and hostile factions, closing rifts into another 

realm, while trying to build up their organization through diplomatic means in order to save 

their world Thedas from impending doom. The player can interact with a large cast of characters 

with unique personalities who can come with the player on different quests. These companions 

have a dynamic relationship with the player that changes depending on the choices the player 

makes. As the game goes on the player can also unlock new decorations and reparations for 

their base by completing quests. 

The horses in Inquisition are implemented as optional content to give the player a form of faster 

transportation. To unlock them as a game mechanic the player is required to participate in a 

short quest, where the stable master's daughter wants the player to try out her horse racing track. 

If the player wants to recruit horses to the inquisition, they have to complete three races and 

perform some additional tasks. After this the player will be able to find the stable master in the 

player base, along with a horse. By completing certain quests, the player can unlock new horse 

breeds to choose between and purchase. In the stables the player can choose between different 

horse breeds that the player has unlocked. If the player interacts with a wooden sign outside the 

stables a menu will open up where the player can see a list of the horse breeds they have 

unlocked or purchased as well as how many remain to be unlocked. There is a short text 

describing the personalities of each breed. The Amaranthine charger, for example, is described 

as “Spirited but not unruly; an uncommon mount sure to impress,” whereas the Dalish All-Bred 

is described as “A hardy and sure-footed mount. Fiercely loyal, fully trained examples are 

highly prized, despite the breed's humble origins.” (fig 3.). These differences in personality 

between the breeds as described by the text are not programmed and implemented in the 

gameplay. There are also no differences in gameplay variables such as speed or jump height, 

and they share the same animations and voice lines. The only difference between the horse 

breeds is their skins.  
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Fig 3. Screenshot from Inquisition, showing the horse selection menu. 

 

The fact that all horses function identically means that they also become replaceable. The player 

does not have many options to engage, or bond with them, beyond choosing them by colour.  

Mechanically speaking, horses in the game do not differ across breeds. This means that no 

noticeable differences between personalities exist. 

Having noticeable differences in personalities would allow players to feel attached to and prefer 

the personality of a particular horse, and different players could have preferences for different 

horses. One player might for example prefer a horse that is very calm, while another might 

favour a horse that is playful. By not including any differences between the different horses the 

game represents all horses as the same, which is not true in reality.  

The unlockable breeds of horses function similarly to the series of aesthetic changes to the 

furniture the player can unlock. Like a set of gobelangs or a throne, the horse can be swapped 

out for a different looking version without it affecting the gameplay since all of them behave 

the same. As a game design mechanic, the horse breeds as well as the furniture's main function 

is to introduce variety to the game's aesthetics.  

In Inquisition there are other rideable animals than horses, such as large deer and horse-like 

dragons, who all function in the same manner as the regular horses do. They are collectively 

referred to by the game as “mounts”. This term could be argued to be a part of the 

objectification: by describing them as “mounts” the different animals are seen only in regard to 

their function “to be mounted” (to be ridden by humans).  The very interface of the game (fig 

4.) can be argued to be anthropocentric, by using the term the game commodifies animals and 

turns them into objects to serve a particular human interest. From an ecocritical viewpoint we 

can problematise the simplification of the complexity of a being into a purpose and connect this 

depiction to the industrial ideal of the functional horse. This historical, Western industrial view 

of horses serving as a vehicle influences current game design choices, but whereas the industry 

owners were unable to ignore the infrastructure and resources required for the keeping of 

horses, game designers are free to choose to focus only on the aspects seen as “relevant” for 

humans, specifically riding. 
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Fig 4. Screenshot from Inquisition, showing the “Call Mount” button in the radial 

combat menu. 

The only difference between the “mounts” in the game is the model as well as that different 

“mounts” take a different number of hits before they throw the player off. The horses in 

particular only need to be hit once, this showcases them as the more mundane choice of ridable 

animals in comparison with the others, it is “weaker” and therefore “worse”. The other animals 

taking more hits to dismount the player could lead to the player trying to obtain these instead 

as a means to skip annoying encounters while traversing the map. The presence of other 

“mounts” also shows that horses are not the only animals in the game that are being objectified 

in their representation. Animals in Inquisition in general all exist for a player's purpose, either 

as a source of materials for crafting, as a mount or as a challenging encounter. 

There are limited ways in which the player can interact with the horses; all of which are tied to 

transportation. The player can “call” for them from an extradiegetic radial combat menu 

containing potions and commands for party members, whenever and wherever they like, apart 

from when they are in the player’s base Skyhold or when they are involved in combat. The 

general interface in regard to horses is very minimal. If the player wishes to summon them, they 

have to open up a menu to then select and use the designated horse icon showing a silhouette 

of a horse head in profile. They will then appear behind the player, and when the player walks 

close to them a button prompt will appear to let them know that they can mount up.  When the 

player jumps off the horse, they will stand still for a short while before despawning in a cloud 

of smoke (fig.5). They will also throw the player off if they get hit by an enemy, after which 

they will also despawn.  
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Fig 5. Screenshot from Inquisition showing a horse turning completely black with 

chunks of them becoming transparent with a faint cloud of smoke. The horse is in the 

middle of despawning. 

 

As a game, Inquisition is part of a relatively common game convention in open world games 

where horses can be called on by the player regardless of where they are in the game world. 

Unlike in Inquisition, the horse Roach from The Witcher III: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt RED, 

2016), will not despawn in a cloud of smoke. Instead they will wait wherever the player leaves 

them. The player can however call for Roach, in which case they will immediately come 

running from off the screen, a short distance away. Like in Inquisition this will happen 

instantaneously regardless of how far from each other Roach and the player is. In World of 

Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) the player character fumbles with their hands while a 

progress bar fills up to summon the horse. When the bar is full, the player character does a 

gesture lifting their arms, and suddenly, with a cloud of smoke, they sit on top of their horse. 

When dismounting, the horse simply vanishes, also with a cloud of smoke, leaving the player 

standing on the ground in the same spot (fig 6.). This could be argued to happen 

extradiegetically as there is no in-game explanation nor in-game acknowledgement for how the 

player can summon the horse out of thin air.  
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Fig 6. Screenshot from World of Warcraft. The character to the left mounting up, and the 

one on the right dismounting. 

 

Like in World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) the horse appearing and disappearing 

does not seem to happen diegetically in Inquisition, as there is no in-game explanation for why 

they can reach the player so quickly or how they disappear, and none of the characters comment 

on it. Instead this function as a convenience for the player, who has immediate access to 

transportation regardless of their position in the game world. Looking at this from an ecocritical 

perspective this again portrays the natural world as a resource to be accessed by humans. This 

convenience is modelled to such an extent that the horses no longer follow the game’s general 

realistic tone or natural horse capacities. 

This design choice prioritises a player experience where paying attention to the horse is not 

necessary. In the real world, humans do not have this kind of immediate access to horses like 

the game portrays it. The game chooses to sacrifice the “realism” of how real horses function 

for the sake of player convenience. Again, this portrays horses as existing as beings meant for 

the transport of humans. From an ecocritical perspective we can see how this simplifies even 

the most fundamental realities of horses as physical beings; their spatiality, in favour of a 

representation of horses as synonymous with their use for humans. Instead of having to 

remember to bring the horse with them, or having to remember where they last left them, the 

player can simply call them whenever they want to get somewhere quickly.  

The riding mechanics mimic the player movements; The horse can walk, run, sprint for a short 

duration of time, and jump. When riding, the player steers the horse rather than their own 

character. This means that there is no delay or reaction time when the player stops; they will 

stop the instant the player stops pushing the joystick forward. While the player character’s 

animations seems to represent that the character is “riding” the horse in a more realistic sense 

(as a series of physical communicative signals that enables the cooperation between the horse 

and the human), for example by showing the player character pushing their feet inwards when 

urging the horse to go faster, this representation does not extend to the game mechanics. 

Moreover, the horse will not change pace or direction on their own accord, regardless of the 

environment (fig 7.). Even highly trained horses who compete in cross country and show 

jumping will sometimes refuse to jump over obstacles or slow down their pace if the terrain is 

difficult. Looking at this through the lens of ecocriticism, we can compare the realities of horse 

bodies and minds with how the game here models horses along the industrial paradigm of a 
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flawless machine that cannot refuse a jump or slow down without getting a signal from the 

player. 

 
Fig 7. Screenshot from Inquisition, showing a horse riding up the side of a mountain. 

 

The player can run the horse off heights or cliffs, into objects at a high speed, or towards 

enemies such as dragons, without them protesting. When running the horse off a cliff they neigh 

and fall awkwardly onto the ground (fig 8.), after which they quickly get up again like nothing 

happened. This ignores the realities of the fragilities of horse bodies, and what they are capable 

of. An ecocritical reading of this might suggest that this is a portrayal of nature as an infinite 

resource, that will keep on being accessible regardless of human interference.  

The neigh sound they make when falling onto the ground is identical to the neigh sound they 

make when being prompted to go faster by the player. This implies either that the horse is in 

pain when made to ride faster, that the horse is not in pain while hitting the ground, or that the 

game does not differentiate between an “excited” neigh and a “pained” neigh in their 

representation of horse noises. Making them run into solid objects does not cause any reaction 

at all- the horse simply keeps running in place, although it is worth noting that this convention 

of the player being able to run their character in place against solid objects is a common 

occurrence in video games. A few examples of this being Animal Crossing: New Horizons 

(Nintendo, 2020), World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004), and Grand Theft Auto V 

(Rockstar Games, 2013). While the horse can only sprint for short durations of time, they can 

still run at a relatively high speed infinitely without getting tired.  
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Fig 8. Screenshot from Inquisition showing a fallen horse. 

 

The horses not being programmed to respond to harm or fatigue is an example of where they 

are being treated more like an object than a being in the game. In Inquisition, most people and 

creatures are susceptible to harm whereas most objects are not. Almost all people and animals 

that can be found in the game world have a health bar indicating how much damage they can 

endure before they die, but this does not apply to horses. Since they are not susceptible to harm 

and since there are no in-game consequences for treating them badly, the game allows the player 

to ride however they want without having to think about what behaviour would harm the horse. 

This is a kind of programmed carelessness; horse feelings are literally hard coded not to be 

noticed. This can be contrasted with the player's human companions, who’s health bars are 

always visible on the screen and who can be temporarily knocked unconscious as a negative 

consequence of the player failing to pay attention to them.  

The horses throwing the player off when hit by an enemy is the only instance where they appear 

to do something out of their own will. When the player engages in combat while on a horse, the 

horse will throw the player off after getting hit once, after which they will run off and despawn. 

This game design decision keeps the horse outside of the combat, which means that the player 

does not have to worry about their safety during it. Furthermore, the horse will not obstruct the 

combat in any way. This can be compared with the horse's willingness to run off great heights 

without protesting, even though they are portrayed as experiencing harm when they hit the 

ground (by neighing and falling down on their legs).  

The game does not feature any mechanics related to the care of horses. This is justified 

diegetically by the story. As the leader of the inquisition, the player recruits a stable master to 

both provide horses for their organisation as well as to care for them instead of doing it 

themselves. The player can interact with the stable master to ask how their charges are doing 

(fig 9.). His response will change over time.  
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Fig 9. Screenshot from Inquisition showing the player talking to the stable master. 

 

In the first player base, Haven, he says this: "Haven is groaning under the weight. It wasn't built 

for this. But we'll make it serve." In the second player base, Skyhold, the first time the player 

interacts with him he says: "Surprisingly well. Not many could feed these people, let alone their 

mounts. Makes me wonder what you're capable of." And finally, after completing either the 

quest Wicked Eyes and Wicked Hearts or Here Lies the Abyss he says: "Over-supplied! Never 

thought a mountain pass could seem like luxury.” 

All responses are relatively positive and reassure the player that the horses are doing well for 

the circumstances. Like with the “call” mechanic, this design choice directs the player 

experience away from needing to pay any attention or care about the horses themselves, while 

also ensuring them that they are treated as well as possible “off screen”.  

The stables are lacking many essentials related to horse care in terms of visual decor. For 

example, the stables are symbolised through an open building with box stalls as well as by 

having some hay scattered about but does not contain basic necessities to ensure the horse's 

physical needs and well-being such as water troughs or brushes. In this sense, the stables act as 

a sort of storage area where the player keeps their horse, rather than as a suitable living space 

for them. 

To conclude, the horses in Inquisition are abstracted down to an idea about their “function” or 

“purpose”, making their existence within the game limited to this idea. They take the player 

from point A to point B faster, all other elements of horses from the real world are non-existent 

as game mechanics. Their bodies are indestructible and able to perform indefinitely, and their 

internal lives, whether in the form of self-preservation or individuality, are non-existent within 

the game design. As such, they function purely as vehicles, objects which transport the player, 

and nothing else.  
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5.2 Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders 

Autumn Riders is an open world role playing horse game targeting a young female audience 

from Hidden Entertainment and Pixel Tales, originally made for Stabenfeldt AB to sell along 

with their horse themed book club boxes before eventually being sold separately in stores. The 

player character, portrayed as a teenage girl, goes to the island of Jorvik, a lush place with a 

close connection to nature, during their autumn break, away from their regular busy life in the 

big concrete city. The goal of the game is for the player to learn how to take care of their own 

horse while also taking part in the horse sport scene.  

The horses in Autumn Riders have a very different role than those in Inquisition. The game is 

centred around them, and the primary game mechanics concern horse care and horseback riding. 

The riding in Autumn Riders is more closely modelled after actual riding. There are six varying 

degrees of movement, ranging from walking backwards to a full-on sprint, and the horse cannot 

go from walking to sprinting immediately. Instead they have to be urged to gradually increase 

their speed when running. 

This design choice is interesting in several ways. Firstly, the slower reactions from the horse 

gives the player a sense of resistance. They do not fully control them, which gives them a sense 

of autonomy. Rather, it feels like they are listening to the player, instead of mindlessly following 

orders, mimicking the real-life cooperation between a rider and their horse. When the player 

presses a button, it represents them urging or asking the horse to perform a certain action, which 

they may or may not do. 

Secondly, it prioritises their own self over the player’s convenience. For comparison, in 

Inquisition the horses’ bodies are infallible in a way that real horses are not. The game design 

prioritises a player experience where the player is free to ride very fast immediately. In nature, 

horses require time to warm up before they can reach their top speed. In Autumn Riders, this 

element is represented in the game design. The player cannot make them do something that 

their real-life counterpart would be incapable of doing. The player has to wait for them to go 

through the different speeds, which causes a delay, and possibly frustration. Here the game 

design forces the player to respect the horse's natural boundaries.   

There is a button for telling them to stop, where the player character will give an audible 

command for them to stop,  in which case an animation of the horse stopping and standing on 

their hind legs, called rearing, as well as a “stop” sound in the form of a disgruntled neigh will 

play. The horse will adjust their current pace to better fit more difficult terrain, such as up and 

down slopes, in water (fig. 10), as well as when they are hungry, thirsty, dirty, or tired. If they 

are not prompted to keep running, they will eventually slow down their pace on their own until 

they stop entirely, without any player input. Unlike in Inquisition, this does not only apply to 

sprinting. Instead it can happen at any speed.  
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Fig 10. Screenshot from Autumn Riders showing the horse swimming. The horse will not 

go any faster than the yellow indicator associated with trotting while in water. 

 

Like with the horse occasionally refusing to go any faster, and them choosing to change pace 

without the player's input creates a sense of both will and aliveness. The horse does things on 

their own accord. Furthermore, compared to a car that might struggle when driving uphill or 

stop when it runs out of gas, the horses in Autumn Riders will not just stop when they are 

physically unable to continue, they also sometimes change speed for seemingly “no reason”. 

The game's core loop contains a lot of tasks where the player has to bring items to non-player 

characters, which requires travelling long distances in the game world, so the horse slowing 

down often goes directly against the player's wishes. The game design encourages the player to 

pay attention to their horse and their well-being and prioritises that over the player getting from 

point A to point B as quickly as possible. This creates a sense of frustration but also cooperation 

and compromise, which creates the possibility for the player to have a relationship with their 

horse.  

The game contains several mechanics related to the care of horses. The player must 

continuously feed, clean, and water them to be able to ride at the highest speed. If the player 

chooses to ignore their needs for an extended period of time, they will get a warning message 

in big bold yellow letters in the middle of the screen telling them “Your horse is feeling really 

bad! You should stop and rest!”. Something similar will happen if the player chooses to push 

the horse’s exhaustion bar really low, the screen will flash red, play an uncomfortable sound, 

and display a warning message stating that “Your horse is extremely tired.” (fig. 11) as they 

stop and rear. 
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Fig 11. Screenshot from Autumn Riders, showing the extremely tired warning message. 

 

These extradiegetic messages, with the game itself telling the player to actually stop and look 

after their horse, act as a form of last resort. Text does not show up in the middle of the screen 

for anything other than these reminders and the off-chance of the player managing to run their 

horse off a great height, which is not an easy feat, indicating that these messages are purely 

related to dangerous situations. If the player chooses to ignore the horse signalling that it is 

feeling bad (by not running past a certain speed and “wanting to slow down” more often), the 

game acts as an authority and tells the player to stop ignoring their horse and to treat them 

better.  

The screen flashing red exists as a trope in action-adventure games to indicate harm. This trope 

can be found in games such as Call of duty: Modern Warfare (Infinity Ward, 2019), the 

Uncharted series (Naughty Dog, 2007-2017), and Team Fortress 2 (Valve Corporation, 2007). 

The uncomfortable sound as well as the flash of red on the screen encourages the player to 

emotionally connect to the written text. Generally, the screen flashing red is connected to the 

player character being harmed, but in Autumn Riders this trope extends to the well-being of the 

horse. By doing this the game urges the player to feel a sense of empathy for the horse’s 

suffering and to understand on a visceral level that they are doing a “bad” thing. 

There are multiple rest stations scattered across the map containing a wind shelter (fig. 12) as 

well as a water trough that the player can use to fill up their bucket so that they can let their 

horse drink while outside of towns with stables. The player can also always find different kinds 

of food out in the world for their horse. This is so that the player can feed them, ensuring they 

do not “starve”, while not in proximity to a town with a shop. 
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Fig 12. Screenshot from Autumn Riders showing a wind shelter. 

 

If the player leaves their horse anywhere in the world, they will need to return to that spot to 

pick them up later on. Their well-being bars do not stop depleting just because the player jumps 

off and leaves them. This means that the player must pay attention to both how long they leave 

them alone for as well as where on the map they left them. The horse is dependent on the player 

for food and care, and since their needs bars are always visible the player is reminded to return 

to them after a limited duration of time to ensure that they are feeling well. This can be seen in 

comparison with Inquisition where the horses firstly do not have any actual needs incorporated 

in the game design and secondly are kept “out of mind” from the player by despawning shortly 

after the player jumps off. The difference here seems to be in the requirements of the player in 

regards to their attention; in Autumn Riders the horses do not just do a thing for the player, the 

player is also encouraged by the game to do things in return. (fig 13.). 

Having said that, the interface also suggests that the well-being of a horse is something easily 

quantifiable. The design of the heads-up display (HUD), the wellness bars and the speed meter, 

visually echo the design of a car’s cockpit. This interface design emphasises the industrial-ness 

of the horse, since it visually portrays the horse's inner life as that of a series of resource tanks 

that needs to be occasionally refilled along with a speed meter. 
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Fig 13. Screenshot from Autumn Riders showing the player mucking out one of the 

stables. 

 

Narratively, the care of horses is also connected to their performance. The player is encouraged 

to ensure that they are feeling well by a non-player character named Herman, he is the owner 

of the Jorvik stable where the game starts, and the character that introduces the player to the 

very basics of how the game works. This character is the one who explains that the horse will 

perform worse if they are feeling bad, which will make them perform worse in competitions. 

Other non-player characters will also inform the player about certain foods that will either give 

the horse a temporary increase in their performance for two minutes, or they will provide a 

small permanent increase. The fact that the non-player characters talk about the player’s horse 

and how to care for them in Autumn Riders shows that they are a properly integrated part of the 

world, in comparison to how in Inquisition no characters that are not related to horses or horse 

care even acknowledge their existence.  

In the many different stables across the world map, the player can choose to purchase new 

horses which leads to replacing the currently used one. There are many different breeds, and 

each breed has a short description as well as a list of statistics: strength, speed, discipline, and 

endurance. The different breeds have different textures as well as slight variations in their 

models.  
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Fig 14. Screenshot from Autumn Riders showing a horse's skill points, price and level. 

 

They also have a “level” indicating varying difficulties in handling (fig 14.). The player can 

increase their level by riding and participating in various riding courses, indicating that the 

player character’s level is their “skill” as a rider. The character needs to be on the same level as 

a horse, or higher, to be able to ride them. The higher levelled breeds also have higher starting 

stats to begin with. However, if the player decides to replace their horse with another one, they 

will lose all the current progress they have made “training” them. The horse progressively gets 

better with each training course completed as well as time spent riding on them, meaning that 

if they are replaced the player must start over the “training”, working on increasing the new 

horse’s stats. 

They have different levels of difficulty which are directly tied to their value, more expensive 

horses are harder to ride, as symbolised by the levels. The horses that are harder to ride are also 

better to start with within the game as they start with higher starting points in speed, strength, 

discipline, and endurance. This can be likened to their role in youth literature as described by 

Chevalier (2017), where the young protagonist is uniquely capable of bonding with an 

untameable, wild, sought after horse.  

The game never actively encourages the player to switch out their horse, and because they get 

better the more they are being used, it is a viable game strategy to keep with one horse for a 

long time, in a sense creating a fictional bond with them.  

At the same time, the game's progression system of horses does offer a form of gameplay where 

the player goes through many different ones as they level up. Due to the higher starting skill 

points of the higher level horses the player does not lose much progress if they want to swap 

them later in the game. While the game never requires the player to swap out their horse it also 
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does not require them to keep working with the one they have. They still own their previous 

horse, as indicated by them being available for the player for free if they want to switch back, 

but the player is no longer required to care for them (fig 15.). 

 

 
Fig 15. Screenshot from Autumn Riders comparing the “old” horse’s skill points, price 

and level to the current one. 

 

The player is required to work for an in-game currency to be able to buy a new horse. They also 

have to complete a task for the owner at the new stable for them to trust the player enough to 

sell them their horses. This indicates a level of regard for the horses; they would not sell them 

to just anyone but want to ensure that they end up with a good and reliable person. This means 

that the purchase of the horse is represented by the game not just as a transaction but also as an 

act requiring responsibility. 

 

5.3 Discussion 

In this section we will be discussing how these two games represent horses as instrumental to 

the player by commodifying a complex reality of what a horse is into only their functionality. 

Through game design horses can be reduced to their Western symbolic, cultural meaning as a 

way of travelling. In Inquisition, this symbolic meaning as a mode of transport is also the only 

aspect of horses that is represented in the game design. The care of horses by a human 

companion is relegated to a non-player character and takes place “off screen”, outside of the 
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gameplay. While real-life horses, as living beings, have biological and emotional limits to what 

they are capable of, the horses in Inquisition have indestructible bodies and have infinite energy.  

Their vulnerability is removed in favour of their purpose as a mode of transport, and by 

removing their limits they can become a perfect vehicle that never needs rest, “refuel” or 

“repair”. This can be compared with the treatment of horses in real life, where due to the fragile 

bone structure of a horse's legs, when they break a leg they are usually considered permanently 

damaged and are in common practise either retired from riding or sent to be euthanized 

(Blocksdorf, 2020). In Inquisition, regardless of the fall distance this simply does not happen. 

Even if horses are big and powerful animals capable of lots of heavy work, they are also 

incredibly fragile creatures. By removing their real-life fragility, the game turns them into 

purely a form of vehicle with little to no weaknesses. This in itself implies that a realistic 

portrayal of a horse, fragility and all, is not good enough. 

The player also does not even need to remember where they left the horse, since they magically 

appear next to them whenever they need them. All game design decisions are made in favour 

of a representation of horses that are centred on immediate player needs, such as traversing the 

map at a faster speed. This explains why the game’s horses are accessible at all times and cannot 

die. All decisions support player convenience, independent of the actual needs or limits of real 

horses. While Inquisition is a fantasy game, many design decisions are made in favour of 

realism. Much of the storyline revolves around the real-life complexities of war, politics, 

relationships, and the logistics of running a big organisation. There are for example political 

events taking place at court where the player risks losing approval if they behave in a way that 

would realistically upset people, such as if they jump on tables. Moreover, the player character 

cannot, like the horse, run off too great of a height without suffering the consequences. In other 

words, the game is somewhat concerned with realism, just not in regard to horse behaviour. 

Even the game design decisions that seem to support the view of horses as living beings serve 

the purpose of supporting player convenience. If the horses did not run away after throwing the 

player off in battle, they might obstruct the combat and inconvenience the player, so throwing 

the player off ensures an obstacle free combat. The stable master telling the player that their 

charges are well provided for could exist as a reassurance for any player who might feel guilty 

over the way the horses are treated. 

Autumn Riders' representation of horses include more aspects from reality in regard to horse 

care, such as the need to brush them or muck out their stables but still centre horseback riding 

as a primary aspect of them. All horses in Autumn Riders are rideable; there are no sick, injured, 

young, or elderly horses. The core game mechanics are in service of having the player spend as 

much time as possible riding. Almost all quests involve delivering items or messages between 

the different towns where the only means of transportation is riding or completing competitions 

on horseback. This can be argued to be problematic because it centres a human experience of 

horses as controlled by humans and as existing in service to humans, rather than as existing for 

themselves. The reasoning behind why they should be well cared for is not necessarily because 

of the well-being of the horse. The non-player character who introduces the player to the game 

and explains its mechanics mentions that they perform worse when they feel bad, and that a 

happy horse does better in competitions. The game imposes a correct way of care, where the 

player should care for them because that will make them “better at competitions”; not because 

it is the right thing to do. It offers the players an instrumental reason for why they should care 

for the horse, and by doing so also assumes that this is the only reason a player would care. 

Looking at this through the lens of ecocriticism, this can be connected to the historical, 

industrial paradigm of horses as functional beings, where a horse's functionality is seen as their 
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most valuable aspect. In reality, some players might want to care for the horse for the sake of 

the horse. 

The focus on horses as a tool for riding in both of these games is an objectifying representation, 

due to how it portrays horses as being valuable only in their instrumentality for humans. This 

is not the only aspect of horses that are represented in an objectifying way. In both games they 

are a commodity. In Inquisition the stable master provides horses for the player’s organization 

after they perform a service for him, whereas the player buys them in Autumn Riders with 

“stable points”, which is a currency the player gets from performing tasks for others. The horses 

are not under their own ownership, instead they can be bought and always belong to somebody 

else.  

From an ecocritical perspective, these representations can be seen as supporting the notion of 

the natural world as a resource for human beings. The horse’s existence within these works is 

closely tied to what one can do with them that will benefit a human, such as ride with them, 

compete with them, charge into battle with them. In Autumn Riders, tasks that do not directly 

benefit the player such as mucking out the stables or brushing the horse(s) are either paid for or 

explained as necessary for the sake of performance, which does benefit the player. Neither game 

represents aspects of horses that are directly harmful towards humans, such as biting or kicking 

the player, or aspects of a their life that does not directly involve the player in any way, such as 

rolling in dirt or running around when not ridden, that could contribute to a more nuanced view 

of the concept of horses as existing outside of their use as a resource.  

The horses in Inquisition are portrayed as completely interchangeable apart from their coat 

colouring. When choosing a horse, the player chooses an entire breed. It is not made clear by 

the game whether they get the same one every time or whether they get an identical horse from 

the same breed. Since they are fully controllable, they are also identical to each other in terms 

of behaviour. It is not possible to name the horses or find out their names, or to give the horses 

different items to make them distinguishable from each other. 

Similarly, in Autumn Riders, the horses are very alike to each other in behaviour. With the 

exception of their different skill points, which indicates differences in for example speed, they 

behave very similarly. One difference when compared to Inquisition is that the horses do not 

represent an entire breed. Each horse available in the game is an individual in terms of expertise. 

When buying a new horse, the old one can be found where they were first obtained or purchased, 

and they will retain all their experience in skills they have gained from riding with the player. 

In this sense, the individual horses can be told apart. The fact that they gain experience over 

time means that within the gameplay they are less replaceable for the player, if they have spent 

a lot of time working with a particular horse, they might be less willing to switch them out. This 

can be seen in comparison with Inquisition where the horses do not change in any way over 

time. Because of this there is no penalty for switching out the horse as often as the player wants 

to.  

The notion of “breeds” is a human concept in the first place. Through the selectiveness of 

breeding certain personality traits can be passed on and expressed in different breeds, which is 

reflected in the small personality descriptions in Inquisition and Autumn Riders. As a practise, 

breeding does not always prioritise animal well-being. Many dog breeds, for example, have 

specific sets of health issues that are the result of humans striving to achieve dog beauty 

standards (Maldarelli, 2014). While horse breeds are ultimately created by humans, for human 

purposes, they could be used as a way to introduce variety and personality in horse game design.   
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Game design choices where the horses are interchangeable and replaceable is one aspect of an 

objectifying representation, since they are lacking agency or any form of individuality. These 

game choices do not acknowledge the natural variety that exists among horses, which in turn 

turns them into objects.  

In regard to inner lives the horses of Inquisition are completely lacking in activity outside of 

the player’s control. They are not portrayed as having inner lives such as feelings or needs. 

When left by the player they stand still until they disappear. They do not exist when they are 

not needed by the player. Autumn Riders have a very different approach to them, in that the 

player is always aware of their horse’s needs through the main interface. By allowing the horse 

to do things unprompted by the player, such as changing speed, the game design implies that 

they have a mind of their own. While the horse does not have any real activity outside of the 

player, since they will just stand still when they are not being ridden, the game does suggest 

that they are aware and can make decisions. They are portrayed as having a greater subjectivity 

than the horses in Inquisition.  

When choosing how to represent horses in a game, there are ways that a game designer can 

create feelings of autonomy and subjectivity in the game's horses as well as the possibility for 

an emotionally meaningful relationship between them and the player. During this project we 

have found several ways to model them to create these game aesthetics. This could be some 

steps toward subjective representation that engages with an ecocritical perspective and turns it 

into practise.  

One thing a game designer can choose to do is to have the horse refuse the player when urged 

to ride into a dangerous situation. This would represent them as an active agent invested in their 

own well-being. Places where this could be implemented could be when they are told to ride 

off cliffs, into fire, or towards a “threatening” enemy, like a large predator such as a dragon, or 

a crowd of loud fighters. If one wishes to further emphasise the individuality of a horse through 

the game design decisions, this could differ depending on the individual. One might be very 

reluctant to jump over “safe” cliffs, whereas another one could be easily spooked by other 

animals or loud sounds, for example.  

The choice of giving the horse a name, if they do not already have one, would make them seem 

more like an actual living being, rather than just a vehicle. This is a thing that both the games 

we looked at lack. The newer, social iteration of Star Stable, Star Stable Online (Star Stable 

Entertainment AB, 2011), lets the player name their horse based on a combination of available 

words. This design decision is important in several ways. Firstly, it sets them apart as an 

individual. They are no longer just a Danish warmblood, but “Spaceglimmer”, a specific Danish 

warmblood. This sets up the possibility for a stronger relationship and makes them less 

replaceable. Secondly, a name means that they can be seen as a subject rather than an object. 

To make a horse appear more alive, as a living being, is not inherently difficult. Having them 

make occasional changes in direction or pace, or choosing to stop completely, such as in 

Autumn Riders, is a way to model them as living beings with their own will.  

Doyle-Myerscough (2019) argues that modelling frustration the game designer enables the 

possibility for intimacy. While this way of modelling horses might cause some players to react 

with frustration, some players might feel a feeling of respect for them, and could perceive them 

as a character in their own right rather than as solely a vehicle, or a means of getting what they 

want.  
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Another way to design horses with a sense of will could be to include some behaviours unrelated 

to riding or to the player. This could be implemented in the form of paddocks or fields where 

they could run without player input. Adding paddocks or rest stations for them would also shape 

the landscape to accommodate horses. The rest stations in Autumn Riders make the horses seem 

connected to the game world and having to visit a rest station within a defined amount of time 

could move the representation away from portraying horses as limitless.  

Another aspect that would shift the representation of horses away from objectification would 

be for game designers to add non-rideable horses to the game world, such as foals or elderly 

horses. Many games, such as World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004), The Elder 

Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda Softworks, 2011) or The Witcher III: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt RED, 

2016) already include non-hostile animals such as cows or deer, so having foals or elderly 

horses as part of the game environment seems like a reasonable addition. Adding non-rideable 

horses is another way for a game designer to represent them as beings outside of their ability to 

transport the player, and as living, aging creatures. 

Finally, adding a simple mechanic allowing the player to “pet” the horse could change the 

relationship from that of a tool and its user to that of two beings interacting with each other. 

This would also give the player the affordance to interact with the horse in a way which is not 

directly tied to riding, and which could help create a stronger bond between the player and the 

horse non player character. 

We can discuss whether it is impossible to include horses in video games without representing 

them from an anthropocentric viewpoint. Should video games include riding as a mechanic at 

all, when all forms of riding are ultimately a labour performed by the horse for humans? Should 

video games include horse breeds, when the concept is in and of itself a human construct, based 

on the practise where horses have been deliberately bred for the benefit of different human 

purposes, such as wagon pulling, racing, warfare, beauty, etc.? 

Such questions can be useful in questioning our own relationship to nature. While engaging 

with them might not change the world, they might contribute to our self-image. Through raising 

such questions while designing, game designing can become a project in questioning notions 

about humanity. Since the eco-critical perspective is not commonly applied by game designers 

to any extent, it might be enough as a game designer to critically examine their own assumptions 

about the natural world to be able to create a less objectifying representation of horses. 

We do not argue for the need to represent hyperrealism when it comes to all aspects of horses. 

For a point of comparison, humans in games are rarely shown cleaning themselves, for example. 

Game designers have to simplify and abstract aspects of reality. Any abstraction will embody 

value. The inclusion of different aspects will make different statements about what a horse is 

and how we relate to it. It is not necessarily a question of including all aspects of horse-ness, 

rather it is a question of which aspects to include. 
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6 Conclusion 

The purpose of this research was to explore the representation of horses in the two, very 

opposite, open world games Star Stable 1: Autumn Riders (Hidden Entertainment & Pixel 

Tales, 2008) and Dragon Age: Inquisition (Bioware, 2014).  

Inquisition models horses and horse behaviour based on player convenience rather than based 

on realism. For example, by omitting a health bar that other creatures and people have, the 

horses can act as indestructible vehicles for the player and do not require the player to pay 

attention to how they handle them. Similarly, the extradiegetic access of horses at almost all 

times means that the horse only exists in the game world when it is needed for transporting the 

player somewhere.  

Both games frame horseback riding as the primary aspect of horse-ness, for example through 

the programmed lack of non-riding related behaviours. This representation portrays horses as 

existing as a tool for their riders rather than as existing for themselves, which means that they 

are being objectified. That said, Autumn Riders portrayal of horses in general was significant in 

how the game design expresses horse subjectivity. Firstly by having the horse change pace on 

their own, secondly by having them refusing to do things that would actively harm them (such 

as running off a cliff), and thirdly through the design of the riding mechanic, that represents 

riding as a cooperative act between two individuals. This can be put in comparison with the 

riding mechanic in Inquisition where the game shifts the controls onto the horse when riding, 

meaning that the player can steer the horse directly. To put it another way, by having the horses 

act in ways that might be contrary to the player's will, the game emphasises that they are subjects 

who can take decisions on their own. As Seraphine (2018) argues, acts of individualism enable 

the horses to feel alive, whereas a “perfectly tamed” horse stops feeling like a living being. 

By implementing a more subjective representation of horses the game encourages the player to 

feel intimacy towards the animal non-player-characters. Significantly, it also shifts the 

representation of horses away from perpetuating the cultural notion of horses, and animals in 

general, as only being relevant in how valuable they are to humans.  

With this essay we want to offer a potential first step towards an ecocritical awareness in game 

design, to inspire future design. We suggest to do this in the following way: by modelling self-

preservation in animal characters, by modelling autonomy in the form of the animal making 

decisions in occasional opposition to the player, by giving the animals names, by representing 

animals of different ages and in different stages of their lives, and by giving the player 

affordances that allow them to interact with animals in a way that does not directly benefit the 

player but encourages a relationship with the animal, such as a petting mechanic.  

We have found several ways in which it might be beneficial to study horses in games. Firstly, 

horses offer a potential of emotional design for game designers. When looking at Inquisition 

we found that the game deprioritized giving the horse its own will for the sake of player 

convenience. The lack of subjectivity in the horse however also means that the game does not 

encourage a relationship between the player and the horse. By studying horses in games, we 

might find new ways to design a game feeling of a strong emotional connection and intimacy 

between the player and the horse non player character, which could be potentially useful when 

designing other kinds of animal characters. 

Further research in this field could also be done through different lenses. It would, for example, 

be interesting to analyse the horse game genre through a feminist viewpoint, since it is one of 

few game genres specifically targeted towards girls. How is the horse game genre gendered as 

female? How can games targeted towards masculine audiences benefit from including “care” 
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related mechanics? These might be some questions that fall in this area of future game design 

research. 

All things considered, horses in games tend to be an overlooked game design element where 

designers often seem to fall back on the trope of horses as a player vehicle rather than exploring 

all the possibilities. The game design decisions needed for creating a feeling of liveliness in 

horses is certainly not impossible to implement, as even small additions of individuality, such 

as having the horse occasionally refuse the player or change speed, can help convey that the 

horse is another character in the game world with its own mind and will. Moreover, when a 

game has requirements on the player in regard to horse care that conveys to the player that the 

horse is a living being deserving of respect.  

As many people with pets in real life can attest to the mutual relationship between a human and 

an animal can be deeply meaningful and giving.  Including affordances for bonding with an 

animal in a game is not impossible, and by doing this game designers have the possibility to 

create powerful and memorable feelings of connection and intimacy. 
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